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ABSTRACT: Silicon has a high theoretical capacity, still limits its application on Si-based
anodes due to the problems of low electric conductivity, large volume change, continuous
formation of unstable solid electrolyte interphase layer, and easy fracture during lithiation and
delithiation process. Despite various carbon coating approaches are developed to fabricate
carbon coated silicon core-shell and yolk-shell nanocomposites with improved electrochemical
performance, the challenges including poor long-term cyclability, low Si mass ratio, and
scalability remains. To overcome these challenges, we design an interfacial microporous carbon
coating strategy on silicon nanoparticles to form homogeneous coaxial core-shell nanostructures.
This synthesis sol-gel approach is simple, easy to scale up, and direct growth phenolic resins on
the surface with uniform and controllable thickness. Additionally, the fabricated carbon layers
form the microporous structures and phenolic resin frameworks, thus enabling the fast lithium
ion transport and formation of stable solid electrolyte interphase film. By finely controlling the
thickness of this phenolic resin-based carbon of 10 nm, excellent protection of silicon
nanoparticles as well as high electrochemical performance are achieved, delivering a high
capacity of 1006 mA h g-1 and Coulombic efficiency of > 99.5 % after 500 times at a current
density of 500 mA g-1.

KEYWORDS: porous carbon, core shell, sol-gel coating, silicon nanoparticles, lithium ion
batteries.
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1. Introduction
In pursuit of rechargeable lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) as the large energy-storage devices, the
electrode materials must possess high capacity, excellent rate capacity, huge energy-density, and
long cycle life.[1-3] With great progress achieved, it is well recognized nowadays that the
interfacial surface structures are of critical importance for improving electrochemical
performance of electrode materials.[4-7] Surface modification of electrode materials by coatings
are effective approaches to avoid the direct contact with electrolyte and suppress the structure
transformation, thus minimizing the side reaction originated from the electrode/electrolyte
interfaces, guaranteeing the structural stability and enhancing the battery performances while
preventing the fast decay in capacity.[8-13] Of the various currently available coating materials,
carbon encapsulated on the surface of active electrode materials, rather than simply mixing, has
been demonstrated as a promising way to increase the cycling life in all-solid-state batteries.[4,
10, 14, 15] The additional benefit is that the carbon coating layer can provide superior electronic
conductivity. Considerable efforts have be made in developing various sources and approaches
for carbon coating on the surface of electrode materials, such as the using glucose,[16]
dopamine,[17] acetylene,[18] citric acid,[15] and polyvinylidene fluoride as the precursors
accompanied with the hydrothermal, sol-gel, chemical vapor deposition, and pyrolysis
carbonization methods.[19, 20] The conformal coating, however, is a critical issue because the
uncovered surface of active materials still suffers from the side reaction with electrolyte, partly
losing the protection, and leading to the capacity decay after long term cycles.[16, 21] Therefore,
it is challenge and highly desirable to realize the uniform carbon coating with well controllable
thickness.[22]
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On the other hand, silicon (Si) is considered as an appealing anode material for nextgeneration LIBs, mainly because Si reaches highest theoretical specific capacity of 4200 m Ah g1

(formation of Li4.4Si in full lithiation state), delivering a remarkable increment compared with

that of commercial graphite carbon anode (372 m Ah g-1, Li6C).[23-25] However, a major
problem associated with Si is the inevitable large volume changes (> 300 %) during lithium
alloy/dealloy reaction, which results the undesired cracking, loss of electric contact, unstable
growth of solid electrolyte interphase (SEI), and finally, fast fading of capacity.[26] Besides, the
low intrinsic electrical conductivity (1.56 × 10-3 S m-1) and lithium diffusivity of silicon also
limits its electrochemical performance.[27-29] The formation of silicon-carbon nanocomposites
has been considered as a very promising strategy and widely exploited to increase the lifetime of
silicon anode.[30-39] In such composites, the carbon layer not only enhances the electrical
conductivity of the anodes benefited the fast lithium transport, but also isolates the contact of Si
with electrolyte, prevents the continuous growth of SEI film, and provides the structural buffer to
relieve the volume change, thus delivering the integrity of electrode and high performance. More
recently, significant achievements has been made to fabricate the void-involved carbon coating
on silicon nanoparticls, including the yolk-shell-structured silicon@void@carbon,[18, 40, 41]
pomegranate-like Si structures,[42] and yolk-shell Si@mesoporous-carbon nanoparticles,[43] for
improvement the long cycling stability of Si-based anodes.[44-48] However, the introduction of
void space usually engenders new problems, which are critical challenges for the large-scale use
and practical application.[39] First, the creation of void spaces usually adopts SiO2 as the
sacrificing template layer and removing it by selective etching using hydrofluoric acid, leading to
multistep and complex synthesis procedures and toxic reagents.[45, 49] Second, these yolk-shell
nanocomposites are difficult to deliver satisfing mass loading of silicon active materials and tap
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density, caused by the existence of large void space, thus presenting relativly low reversible
capacity.[18, 22] Therefore, exploring a simple and scalable approach to realize the uniform
controllable carbon coating with high capacity after long-term cycling, is of scientific and
technologic importance.[50, 51]
Herein, we introduce a phenolic resin-based carbon interfacial coating on the surface of silicon
nanoparticles to form the core-shell structures as the anode materials. The carbon coating layer is
uniform and can be well controlled from 2 to 25 nm through a facile sol-gel method by using
resorcinol and formaldehyde as the precursor and hexadecyltrimethylammonium bromide as the
surfactant in the water-ethanol-ammonia solution. The critical thickness of phenolic resin-based
carbon layers are investigated by electrochemical performances tests. The carbon interfacial
layer with 10 nm-thick has the best cycling stability, and delivers a high capacity of 1006 mA h
g-1 after 500 cycles at the current density of 500 mA g-1.

2. Experimental Section
Synthesis of Si@C Core-Shell Nanoparticles: The commercial silicon nanoparticles with a
diameter of 80 nm (purchased from Nanostructured and Amorphous Materials) were selected
coated with a well-controlled thickness of resorcinol-formaldehyde resin (RF) polymer layer via
a surfactant template sol-gel coating method and following carbonization. For the typical
preparation of carbon coated silicon with the thickness of 10 nm (Si@10C), 0.3 g of commercial
silicon nanoparticles and 0.92 g of hexadecyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB) were added
into 28.16 mL of deionized water and ultrasonic treated for 30 min to form homogeneous
mixture. This was followed by addition of ethanol (11.28 mL), resorcinol (0.28 g), and ammonia
(0.1 mL), subsequent stirred at 35 °C for 30 min. Afterwards, 0.4 mL of formaldehyde was
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added dropwise into the mixed solution. The reaction was allowed to proceed for 6 h at 35 °C
under continuous stirring, and then aged without disturbance at room temperature for 12 h. The
Si@RF core-shell nanoparticles were collected by centrifugation and washing with deionized
water and ethanol several times. Finally, the Si@10C core-shell nanoparticles were obtained
after calcination under nitrogen atmosphere at 700 °C for 3 h with the heating rate of 2 °C/min.
The thickness of carbon coating layer can be well-tailored by corresponding change the addition
amount of silicon nanoparticles, resorcinol and formaldehyde. For example, if the resorcinol
amount was changed from 0.02, 0.14, and 0.70 g, the prepared carbon coating layer with the
thickness of 2 (Si@2C), 5 (Si@5C), and 15 (Si@15C) nm, respectively. The Si@25C core-shell
nanoparticles with the coating layer of 25 nm also can be synthesized with the reduction amount
of silicon nanoparticle (0.15 g) at high concentration of resorcinol (0.70 g) condition.
Characterization: The morphologies of the samples were observed on a Hitachi S-4800 (Japan)
field-emission scanning electron microscope (FESEM). The nanostructures were characterized
by transmission electron microscopy (TEM, JEOL JEM-ARM200F). The samples were
suspended in ethanol and dried on a holey carbon support film on a Cu grid for TEM
measurements. The crystal structure and phase of products were characterized using wide-angle
X-ray diffraction (XRD, Bruker D8, Germany) with Ni-filtered Cu K radiation (40 kV, 40 mA).
The thermal decomposition behavior of the products was monitored by using a Mettler Toledo
TGA/SDTA851 analyzer from 50 to 900 °C in air with a heating rate of 10 °C/min. The Raman
spectra were collected in the wavenumber range of 200 - 2000 cm-1, and the peak intensities and
positions were normalized to the standard silicon wafer at 520 cm-1. The porosity was measured
by nitrogen sorption isotherms at 77 K with a Micromeritics Tristar 3020 analyzer (USA).
Before measurements, the samples were degassed in vacuum at 180 °C for at least 6 h. The
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Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) method was utilized to calculate the specific surface areas (SBET),
using adsorption data in a relative pressure (P/P0) range from 0.04 to 0.2. The pore volume and
pore size distributions were derived from the adsorption branches of isotherms by using the
Barrett-Joyner-Halenda (BJH) model. The total pore volume, Vt, was estimated from the amount
adsorbed at a relative pressure P/P0 of 0.995.
Electrochemical characterizations: The electrochemical measurements were conducted by
assembling coin-type half cells in an argon-filled glove box. The electrode slurry was prepared
by mixing 60 wt. % active material (Pristine Si nanoparticles, Si@C core-shell nanoparticles), 10
wt. % Super P®, 10 wt. % multi-walled carbon nanotubes, and 20 wt. % carboxymethyl cellulose
(CMC) in a planetary mixer (KK-250S). The electrode films were prepared by pasting the slurry
on copper foil using a doctor blade to a thickness of 100 μm, which was followed by drying in a
vacuum oven at 80 ° C overnight. The working electrodes were prepared by punching the
electrode film into discs 0.96 cm in diameter. Lithium foil was employed for both reference and
counter electrodes. The electrodes were separated by a Celgard separator. The electrolyte was 1.0
M LiPF6 in 3:4:3 (weight ratio) ethylene carbonate (EC) / dimethyl carbonate (DMC) /
diethylene carbonate (DEC), with 5 wt. % fluoroethylene carbonate (FEC) additive from
Novolyte Technologies. The electrochemical performances were tested with a Land Battery Test
System with a cut-off voltage range from 0.005 V to 1.5 V (vs. Li /Li+). Cyclic voltammetry and
impedance testing were performed using a Biologic VMP-3 electrochemical workstation from
0.005 V to 1.5 V at a sweep rate of 0.01 mV s-1.

3. Results
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The direct growth of microporous carbon with uniform and well-tailored thickness on silicon
via a sol-gel process has proven challenging, because the uncontrollable polymerization of
carbon precursors and unsuitable interfacial interactions. Here, the resorcinol/formaldehyde (RF)
resins are selected as the carbon source since it easily deposits on the hydrophilic surface through
four-coordinate covalently bonded frameworks by a facile sol-gel polymerization approach and
converts into carbon via a simple carbonization process with high yield.[52, 53] As illustrated in
Figure 1, the polymerization of resorcinol and formaldehyde is initiated on the surface of silicon
nanoparticles (Si NPs) in the presence of ammonia and hexadecyltrimethylammonium bromide
(CTAB), generated the uniform growth of RF resin layer, which is following transformed into
carbon through calcination in nitrogen atmosphere at 700 °C. In this process, the existence of a
thin silicon oxide (SiOx) layer and surface -OH group on the Si nanoparticles surface plays a
critical role for providing the negatively charged interface, promoting the interaction with
cationic surfactant CTAB and triggering in situ self-assembly with polymerized RF. Once the RF
growth sites are produced around the surface of Si core, the subsequently deposition of RF and
CTAB prefer coaxial growth, to enable the uniform coating of RF resin layer via this facile
surfactant template-directed sol-gel coating method. The shell thickness can be conveniently
controlled by adjusting the addition amount of Si nanoparticles or the concentration of RF
precursor with the fixed ratio of resorcinol to formaldehyde.
As shown by optical, field emission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM), and transmission
electron microscopy (TEM) images in Figure 2, the pristine commercial Si nanoparticles are
adobe brown powder consisting of spherical nanoparticle with the dominated size of ~ 80 nm.
After coating with different thickness of carbon shell, the products obviously show the color
changes, from brown to dark green and finally to black. The color change indicates the gradually
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increasing of the shell thickness and carbon contents to form the Si@C core-shell structure.
Notably, as observed from the FESEM images, the spherical morphologies of the products are
effectively maintained with the increased particles size from ~ 80 to 200 nm. Furthermore, it can
be seen from TEM images that all the Si NPs are homogenously sealed by a smooth carbon
layer, leading to the formation of core-shell structured Si@C nanoparticls. These resultant coreshell nanoparticles have uniform carbon coating layers with the well-tailored thickness of ~ 2, 5,
10, 15, and 25 nm, respectively (denoted as Si@xC, x representative the thickness).
Figure 3a shows the X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns of pristine Si, Si@2C, Si@5C, Si@10C,
Si@15C, and Si@25C, respectively. For all the carbon coated Si samples, six distinct diffraction
peaks can be observed, which are matched well with the pristine Si nanoparticles and assigned to
(111), (220), (311), (400), (331), and (422), respectively. Besides the Si phase, a weak peak at 2θ
value of 22.8° can be attributed the (002) plane of carbon material. These results suggest the
Si@xC core-shell nanoparticles with well Si crystallization and amorphous carbon coating. The
amorphous carbon shells are further confirmed by Raman spectra (Figure 3b), the presence of a
strong peak of ~ 1320 cm-1 and a weak peak of ~ 1590 cm-1, respectively, recognized as the
characteristic disorder-induced D band and graphitic G band of carbon. In addition, the intensity
of characteristic Si Raman band around 510 cm-1 is decreased, revealing the well-sealed coreshell structure. Moreover, the silicon contents in these Si@xC core-shell nanoparticles are
measured by thermogravimetric analysis (TGA). As observed in Figure 3c, the weight loss
originated from the carbon combustion occurs in the range of 450 to 700 °C, followed slight
weight increase due to the oxidation of silicon nanoparticle at high temperature. Thus, the mass
percentages of silicon in all core-shell samples are calculated to be ~ 96.7, 90.3, 81.7, 51.2, and
46.2 wt% for Si@2C, Si@5C, Si@10C, Si@15C, and Si@25C, respectively (Figure 3c and 3d).
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Based on the carbon layer thickness and silicon mass percentage, these core-shell structured
nanoparticles can be categorized into high, medium, and low Si ratio, respectively (Figure 3d).
To investigate the critical carbon coating layer thickness, Si-based electrodes with the
representative silicon ratio and the different carbon coating thickness of 0 (pristine Si NPs), 5
(Si@5C), 10 (Si@10C), and 15 nm (Si@15C) are selected and cycled between 0.005 and 1.5 V
at the current density of 500 mA g-1 in a coin-type lithium half cell. All the capacity of electrode
samples are based on the total weight of the electrode. As seen in Figure 4a, the first reversible
lithium discharge and charge capacity of Si NPs without carbon coating is estimated to be 3105
and 2254 mA h g-1, with a low initial Coulombic efficiency (ICE) of 72.6 %. It should be noticed
that the introduction of carbon on the surface of Si NPs can significantly improve the capacity
and ICE. The first discharge capacities are changed into 3774, and 3394 mA h g-1, with a high
ICE of 85.8 and 74.9 % for Si@5C and Si@10C core-shell nanoparticles, respectively (Table 1).
These could be the reasons that the thin carbon layer not only enhance the electrical conductivity
but also minimize side reactions with electrolytes, thus providing the large first discharge
capacity and high ICE values. Simultaneously, the first cycle capacity and ICE decrease with the
increasing carbon coating layer thickness from 5 to 15 nm, caused by the reduction of silicon
weight ratio and carbon irreversibly reaction with lithium at low potential. Another interesting
phenomena is that after coating a carbon layer on Si NPs, the cycling stability indicates obvious
improvements. Under the deep charge-discharge condition, only 20 % capacity is preserved for
Si NPs electrode after 40 cycles, the fast capacity fading is accordance with the previous
reports.[16, 17] With the carbon coating, an increasing capacity retention of 21, 66 and 69 %
after 200 cycles is observed for Si@5C, Si@10C and Si@15C core-shell nanoparticles,
respectively (Figure 4b). After 500 long-term cycles, Si@10C core-shell nanoparticles with the
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10 nm-thick carbon coating layer shows the best performance, giving the high capacity of 1006
mA h g-1 at the large current density of 500 mA g-1, which is nearly three times the theoretical
capacity of graphite (Figure 4a and Table 1). In fact, there is little capacity decay after 200 cycles
for Si@10C core-shell nanoparticles. As shown in the voltage profiles of the selected cycles, the
Si@10C core-shell nanoparticle electrode exhibits typical electrochemical features of crystalline
silicon (Figure 4c). No obvious change in charge-discharge profiles can be found after 500
cycles for Si@10C core-shell nanoparticle electrode, demonstrating the superior cycling
performance. Coulombic efficiency is another important indicator of the reversibility of electrode
reaction for silicon anode. The SEI film rupture, reformation, and growth usually causes the
decrease of Coulombic efficiency.[42] The Si@10C core-shell nanoparticle electrode displays a
high Coulombic efficiency of > 99.5 % in the following 50th to 500th cycles (Figure 4d),
suggesting a very stable SEI formed outside the carbon coating layer. More importantly, the
Si@10C core-shell nanoparticle electrode has excellent rate capacity, rendering the high
capacities of 2864, 2500, 2231, 1813, and 1209 mA h g-1 at the current density of 0.28, 1.4, 5.6,
11.2, and 16.8 A g-1, respectively (Figure 4e). Note also that the outstanding rate capacity
retention achieves as high as 63.3 % when the current density increased 40 times from 0.28 to
11.2 A g-1. The superior rate capacity is believed to be highly comparable with some previous
carbon coated silicon core-shell and yolk-shell electrodes reports.[16, 18, 44] Furthermore, the
cyclic voltammograms (CV) curves of Si@10C core-shell nanoparticle electrode were illustrated
in Figure S1, revealing the Li-storage processes. During the first cathodic scan, two slight bumps
evolve at 1.5 V and ~ 0.9 V, respectively, which are probably ascribed to the formation of solid
electrolyte interphase (SEI) film and occurrence of irreversible reactions. Those two cathodic
peaks, therefore, did not appear for the subsequent cycles. A predominant peak at ~ 0.195 V
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becomes intensive with the proceeding of cycling, which corresponds to the lithiation reaction of
Si. Meanwhile, a sharp peak occurs at ~ 0.02 V, which is due to the Li insertion into C
component. It is evident that the Si@10C shows two anodic peaks at ~ 0.37 and 0.53 V,
corresponding to the reduction processes from LixSi to amorphous Si. With the scan proceeding,
the cathodic and anodic peaks become more and more distinct, indicating the occurrence of
activation process of the sample and increasing breakdown of the crystalline Si structure. In
addition, the electrochemical inpedance plots of these samples after rate-capability testing are
shown in Figure S2. It can be seen that Si@10C core-shell nanoparticle electrode has a much low
charge transfer resistance (Rct), enables a superior conductivity and fast lithium-ion transfer.
4. Discussion
The improved cycling stability and outstanding rate capacity of the Si@10C core shell
nanoparticle electrode could be attributed to the unique features associated with the well-tailored
phenolic resin-based carbon interfacial coating. First, the uniform and coaxial carbon coating can
well protect the silicon core and minimize the side reaction. On the other hand, these core-shell
nanoparticles with a thin carbon layer are aggregated into necklace-like continuous structures
(Figure 2d), which enables direct and better contact with the current collector, providing fast
electron transfer channels and excellent rate capability. Second, the well-fabricated carbon layer
of 10 nm can effectively alleviate the internal stress caused by the volume change during charge
and discharge process, thus avoiding the structural fracture and ensuring the long cycling
stability. In contrast, the thinner carbon coating layer, such as 5 nm, unable to sustain the strain
relaxation upon the lithium insertion and extraction, leading to the pulverization of core-shell
structure and poor cycling performance. Third, the microporosity of the carbon coating layer
originated from the removal of CTAB surfactant and shrinkage of RF resins (Figure 2d), could
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favors the Li ion rapidly transport through the shell and reacted with Si active core even at a very
high current density.[54-56] As further confirmed by the nitrogen sorption isotherms, the
Si@10C core-shell nanoparticles present a typical type-I curves with a sharp capillary
condensation step in the relative low pressure P/P0 of 0.02-0.1, demonstrating the presence of
micropores (Figure 5a and 5b). The Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) surface area and total pore
volume of the sample are calculated to be ~ 129.9 m2g-1 and 0.11 cm3g-1, respectively.
Significantly, the micropore surface area and volume are as high as ~ 125.1 m2g-1 and 0.06 cm3g1

. Therefore, the Si@10C core-shell nanoparticles can release the induced strain to some extent

because of the short diffusion pathways and microporous characteristics.[57] Fourth, the unique
texture of carbon coating layer derived from the carbonization of RF polymer at 700 °C, which is
formed of a phenolic resin frameworks composed by plenty of OH-substituted and other
aromatic carbons in phenol, and methylene linkages between phenolic rings, as seen in the
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solid-state NMR spectrum (Figure 5c). Such particular carbon frameworks is favorable for the
formation of a stable SEI, as evidenced by the high Coulombic efficiency during long-term
cycles (Figure 4d).[58] In addition, the SEI performance is highly dependent on the surface
chemistry of carbon layer and plays a significant role in improvement the long cycling
stability.[28, 42, 58] Significantly, Si@10C core-shell electrode preserves the sphercial
morphology after 500 cycles test, suggesting the good structural integrity for well-designed
microporous carbon layer coated Si nanoparticles (Figure 5d). It also found that this phenolic
resin-based carbon interfacial layer delivers a better stability compared to other previous reported
carbon source shells, including glucose, citric acid, dopamine, acetylene, and other polymers
(Table 2). The results are also in good agreement with the reports of Cui’s group, which have
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shown the pomegranate-like Si structures sealed by phenolic resins improving the long cycling
life.[22, 42]
To provide further evidences, the higher calcination temperature (900 °C) of the Si@10C core
shell nanoparticles (Si@10C-900) with amorphous carbon frameworks is cycling tested (Figure
S3). At the first stage, the Si@10C-900 core shell nanoparticles present nearly the same cycling
stability with the Si@10C-700 electrode. However, the capacity is fast decayed during the
prolong cycles (> 200). This can be ascribed to the losing of hydroxyl group and phenolic resin
frameworks in the carbon shell, as corfirmed by the 13C NMR data of Si@10C-900 (Figure S4).
Another interesting phenomena is that the electrochemical performance of the phenolic resinbased carbon interfacial layer can be easily effected by the different binders. As shown in the
Figure S5, carboxymethyl cellulose (CMC) is considered as a more suitable binder than the
sodium alginate and rendered long-term cycling stability with promising performance due to the
formation of strong hydrogen bond and interaction between the phenolic resin frameworks
surface and CMC carboxylic moieties. More importantly, to further evaluated the
electrochemical cycling performance of Si@10C core shell nanoparticles under deep chargedischarge, the electrode is test at a current density as high as 2 A g-1. After kinetic enhancements
at 140 mA g-1 for the first 5 cycles, an electrode capacity of 483 mA h g-1 is still maintained after
1000 cycles, which is much higher than the theoretical capacity of commercial graphite anode
(Figure S6). Significantly, the high Coulombic efficiency is also obtained, especially in the
prolonged cycles.[59] The average Coulombic efficiency from 200th to 1000th cycles of the
Si@10C core shell nanoparticles is as high as 99.4%. The finding with high Coulombic
efficiency achieved here is consistent with the formation of stable SEI film on the surface of
Si@10C core shell nanoparticles.
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5. Conclusions
In summary, we have demonstrated the fabrication of phenolic resin-based carbon interfacial
coating on the surface of silicon nanoparticles by a simple surfactant templating sol-gel method.
The fabricated carbon interfacial layers have uniform core-shell structure, controllable thickness
of 2-25 nm, worm-like microporous, and phenolic resin frameworks. These phenolic resin-based
carbon coated silicon nanoparticles show unique features with a significantly improved
electrochemical performance, The core-shell nanoparticles with a 10 nm-thick carbon coating
possess the optimal electrochemical properties with a stable SEI film formation, and can be
deeply cycled up to 500 times with capacity remaining at 1006 mA h g-1, as well as the high
Coulombic efficiency of > 99.5 %. In addition, our carbon coating synthesis process is simple,
scalable, and applicable to other high-performance electrode materials.
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Figure 1. Schematic illustration of the fabrication of phenolic resin-based carbon interfacial
layer coated commercial silicon nanoparticles through the surfactant template sol-gel approach.
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Figure 2. Optical, SEM and TEM images of Si@C core-shell nanoparticles with controllable
coating thickness of: a) 0 nm, b) 2 nm, c) 5 nm, d) 10 nm, e) 15 nm, and f) 25 nm, respectively.
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Figure 3. a) XRD pattern, b) Raman spectra, c) TG curves in air of carbon coated silicon coreshell nanoparticles with controllable layer thickness. d) The category of Si@xC samples based
on the carbon layer thickness and Si content.
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Figure 4. Electrochemical properties of carbon coated silicon core-shell nanoparticles with
controllable layer thickness. a) Charge-discharge cycling performance (based on the total weight
of the electrode) and b) capacity retention of Si NPs, Si@5C, Si@10C, and Si@15C electrodes
at a current density of 500 mA g-1. c) Galvanostatic charge-discharge profiles for selected cycles
and d) Coulombic efficiency of 10 nm-thick coating Si@10C core-shell nanoparticles. e) Charge
and discharge capacities of Si NPs, Si@5C, Si@10C, and Si@15C electrodes at various current
density ranging from 0.14 to 16.8 A g-1.
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Table 1. Discharge-charge capacity, initial Coulombic efficiency (ICE), and capacity retention
after 500 cycles at the current density of 0.5 A g-1 of the carbon coated silicon core-shell
nanoparticles with controllable layer thickness.
Si ratio

High
Medium
Low

Samples

Carbon
thickness
(nm)

Silicon
content
(wt%)

Discharge
capacity
(mA h g-1)

Charge
capacity
(mA h g-1)

ICE
(%)

Capacity after
500 cycle
(mA h g-1)

Si NPs
Si@2C
Si@5C
Si@10C
Si@15C
Si@25C

0
2
5
10
15
25

100
96.7
90.3
81.7
51.2
46.2

3105

2254

72.6

205 (500th)

3774
3394
2044

3238
2542
1473

85.8
74.9
72.1

443 (240th)
1006 (500th)
494 (477th)

Figure 5. Characterization of physicochemcial properties of Si@10C core-shell nanoparticles. a)
N2 adsorption-desorption isotherm curves, b) pore size distribution plot and c) 13C solid-state
NMR spectrum of Si@10C core-shell nanoparticles obtained after calcination in nitrogen
atmosphere at 700 °C. d) SEM images of Si@10C core-shell electrode after 500 cycles at a
current density of 500 mA g-1.
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Table 2. Comparison of the synthesis method, carbon source and electrochemical performance of
various carbon-coated silicon core-shell and yolk-shell nanocomposites.

Sample

Si@10C
nanoparticles
Carbon-coated Si
nanocomposites
Si@SiOx@C
nanocomposites
Si@micro-C
nanocomposites
Si@C
nanoparticles
hollow Si@C
nanocomposites
C@void@Si
yolk-shell
Si@void@C
nanocomposites
Si pomegranate

Capacity
(mA h g-1) after
(n) cycles

Refer
ences

500

1006 (500)

This
work

44

100

1489 (20)

15

75

150

1100 (60)

16

78

500

1201 (40)

20

95.7

50

1290 (30)

19

toluene

37

100

767 (100)

49

acetylene

30

250

1080 (200)

18

alkaline etching

dopamine

75

1000

804 (50)

17

water-in-oil
emulsions

phenolic
resins

77

2100

1160 (1000)

42

Synthesis
method

sol-gel
spray-pyrolysis

Carbon
source
phenolic
resins
citric
acid

hydrothermal

glucose

in situ
polymerization

PZS
polymer
polyvinylid
ene fluoride

pyrolysis
chemical vapor
deposition
chemical vapor
deposition

Si
(wt
%)

Current
density
(mA g-1)

81.7
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